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REPORTS
H

| SELECTMEN $ OTHER TOWN OFFICERS

’ CHARLESTOWN Ni
INCLUDING

THE

REPORTS
OF THE

SUPERINTENDING SCHOOL COMMITTEE,
FOR

THE

CLAREMONT,
CLAR

N. H.

EMONT MANUFACTURING
1874.

|

Ghe State of sew-Liampshive.
le S

To the Inhabitants

of the town

of Charlestown,

qualified to vote in town affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the TOwN HALL, in said
town, on the second Tuesday of March next, at ten of the
clock in the forenoon, to act upon the following subjects.
Article Ist.—To CHOOSE A MOpERATOR to preside in said’
meeting.
Article 2d.—T0 BRING IN YOUR VOTES for Governor, Railroad

Commissioner,

Councilor,

Senator,

Register of Deeds,

County Treasurer, and County Commissioner.

Article 3d.—T0 CHOOSE one or more REPRESENTATIVES
represent said town

to

in the General Court, to be held at Con-

cord on the first Wednesday of June next.

Article 4th.—To CHOOSE all necessary TOWN OFFICERS and
Agents for the year ensuing.
SUMS

OF MONEY

as may

be

necessary for the SUPPORT OF SCHOOLS; for the MAINTENANCE
OF THE POOR; for LAYING OUT AND REPAIRING HIGHWAYS,
and BUILDING AND REPAIRING BRIDGES; and for other necessary charges arising within the town.

Article 6th.—To see if the town will ABOLISH THE SCHOOT.
DISTRICTS therein, agreeably to “An act enabling towns to
abolish school districts in certain cases,” passed June Session,
1870, and approved July 2, 1870.
Arlicle 7th.—To see if the town will vote to INSTRUCT THE
SELECTMEN TO LAY THE ROAD, now in use, from main road
NEAR CHESHIRE BRIDGE TO SPRINGFIELD STATION.
Article 8th.—To see if the town will vote to INSTRUCT THE
SELECTMEN TO ENFORCE THE PROHIBITORY LAW against the

sale of intoxicating liquors in Charlestown.
Article 9th.—To see if the town will vote to INSTRUCT ITS
REPRESENTATIVES in the Legislature, to favor the enacting

of a law for LICENSING

THE SALE OF ARDENT SPIRITS by the

several towns.
Article 10th.—To see if the town will vote to CHOOSE A
COMMITTEE OF THREE TO ENFORCE THE PROHIBITORY LAW,

according to the Statute made and provided.
(See third page

of cover.)

REPORTS
OF THE OFFICERS

OF THE

x

TOWN

OF CHARLESTOWN,
FOR

Ending

Report

THE

YEAR

March

of the

1, 1874.

Selectmen.

The Town voted at the annual meeting, in March, 1873,
to raise the following sums, viz.

For State tax. ..cccccccccccvececs cooccee $4,536 00
“ County tax .ssecceseoee eee ecccens - 2,859 14
%& Schools...esseceee Geseteacen
ae sies --2,436 00
“
SPP

Roads and bridges ...++seeeees Bane TE :
rN LOUICHER Bate ao, ace.ec, «,ccbialavelnia
otetahaitea

600 00
800 00

66
‘©

Paupers ocecesccccscccccvescsssecees
Interest on town debt. ....ccecccsvee ~-

1,000 00
2,000 00

oP
OAL

intieninidvn
cass ck
TTT 25)3 To fropweonh hyIORI

66

Highways.

malpotmen

cece
u seen Us atate
ERE
CO ETE
:

secescscccceccccercesevecs

Buel cass cris c's eas ead ees

600 00
200 00
2,000

00

$17,031 14
847 98
a

Amount committed to B. Whipple, Collector, $17,879

12

2
TOWN

OF CHARLESTOWN,
In account with George Olcott, Zreasurer.

Cr.
March 6, 1878, balance ......... $ °85
Town Farm...cseceees sfalelale ete
918
Cash borrowed .-ccececcscccces
8,058
County patpers...cescccccvoces
438
Slates and posts sold. ...eeeeeeee
17
Received of D. Straw ....... Pesce
D
For plank. .ccececcsececccveces
15
Savings Bank tax ..ecsececseoes
1,413
Railroad tax ...... TAO
OR Oe ae
301
TAT ETALY PUIG lacs ciaut oieiareeks sale inves
155
Bounties. .:.+sscseee pioleia
site esis’
192
Roads and bridges. ..+.eeee neta e's
69
Rent of Town Hall... ..esceccees
32
Benjamin Whipple, taxes........ 10,104
HK. Cooley, rent of store to Feb. 21,
125
B. Whipple, interest on delinquent
RAN OG covets ele eiecd. ete ace ois sere tele

93
75
00
02
82
00
00
74
62
80
00
22
35
47
00

69 389
——-+——§$ 21,602 11

Dr.
Paid for schools.crccevees
Roads and eee ceeeee

+
aS

Town paupers. eseeceres
County paupers ..eeeeee

“

Po wn FF aris sts late ae 10ete

at
#
a
rf

62.914 34
3,685 14

502 16
480 27
1,339 03

Incidentals s 0'sis ss «70's 1,592 68
Cemeteries . 20. eses ee
116 55
Town debt: ssases Sinets | ede ee
Town officers ...... eeee
1,086 50
———

21,527 14
ll

Balance due Town,

$74 97

5)
COLLECTOR’S
BenJAMIN

WHIPPLE

ACCOUNT.

in account with Charlestown.

Dr.
Mar. 1, 1874.

Balance on old bills.........
TAXADUIPTOT NSTB anes 5 aie ciel se
Interest. ..2.ee- eic te
chaevalhatere

$

400 00°
17,879 12
69 39

$18,348 51
Cr.
Vai tale 1s
hs aus ersateteS«$
sOSEPOUNU YALA ae nips esate Nios

©

George Olcott ......e0.

Balance due Town........e%

4536
8,238
10,173
400

00
65
86
00

$ 18348 51
SCHOOLS.

District, No. 1 ...cccvccccccccccvvcevcs
64
WA
US A RAR Aree
pnb e
<

¢é
4
“
f.
“i
es
Ms
a
ff
E
a

4

eeeeeoeeenweeeweeee#ee#s¢

eeeeeeee

Fy daa'c ocakaia sole Miashni cateesits «kita
iitiaiet
Fdtaisates eeialeie cniee siatiaia
Miccunepalivsrn seababateweiwiamidnls sitter
OS
RAPS tie
Brg er
Chelan letalsiemisiaaetati
bias teiaebioint ¢
Vth eS MAAS See
ee
PBL Sp Me Se eee Ry eee a se
Lee atslela‘e'«<4Wont dlasuiee
shin Rinks
| idcis nts vistcidalstents
tbat eewalede
Naa iclawtalantie
eels nae 6 eA bilan
LTR
Ae AA Ore
Goin, Minvemons, + s0sisieien
oy ws

$ 116
1,039
352
193
156
156
72
168
00
138
91
186
167
64
9

35
62
68
51
96
96
00
45
00
68.
17
20
81
75
20

$2,914 34

~ ROADS

AND

BRIDGES.

Paid O. D. Clark, breaking roads,
Morton O. Ferry, snowing bridge,
N L. Kennedy, breaking roads,
S. P. Osgood, labor and stone work,
A
land damage,
Nelson Locke, work &c., highway,
Samuel Putnam, Jr.,
«
K. H. Tidd,
EK. R. Perry, breaking roads,
Lucien Lane,’
G. H. Leet,

J. W. Fiske, labor, &c., highway,
Charles Gay,
R. W. Robertson,
L. 8. Fairbanks, labor, &e., highway,
Frank Snow,
A. C. Way,
f
Eli Sania plank, &e.,
Geo. S. Bond, drain pipe,
K. H. Putnam,
Henry Locke, labor highway, and breaking
roads,

Michael Galvin, land damage,
Emily Ames,
Timothy O’Hayer
‘“
F. H. Marshall
Thomas Malony, land damage,

Bridgett Sullivan,
Cyrus Blake
H. R. Jenny, highways
P. M. Howard,
William Gregg, stone

aS
“
and bridges,
work,

5
Paid J. G.
John
J. A.
John

Briggs, land damage,
Lynch,
Lyman, building road,
8. Fish, lumber,

1
25
63
24

A. D. Hull, labor,
Metcalf & Hamlin,
H. L. Frost,

4 75
21 34
16 00

G. W. Hamlin, poles for bridge,
N. B. Hull, water trough,
Thos. J. Hunt, highway,
Horace Hull,

00
00
45
95

3 00
3 00
4 25

3s

9 61

Aaron Clark, bridge work,

52 50

Alvin Frost,
H. C. Johnson,

13
10
5
8

00
43

75
46
30
5
16
14
26

72
20
00
00
00
47
09

G. A. Dunlap, damage to sled,
N. W. Howard,
Charles Willard, plank,
William Putnam,
K. F. Hubbard
B. L. Eaton,
|
B. W. Putnam,
EK. V. Gay, feed for team on highway,
E Porter, plank,
J. P. Bates,

,

84
00

4 50

James Milliken, timber and plank,
S. H. Grinnell, damage for crossing land,
K. Megrath,
S. E. Gowing,
T. B. Lovell, gravel,
R. Robertson, damage to scales by water,
Eben Dinsmore, water trough
Ashbel Hamlin, gravel,

John W. Furgerson, labor, highway,
D. W. Parks, iron work, for bridge,
G. W. Farwell,
H. C. Ellinwood,
Lewis Lane, water trough,
Brooks Kimball, “
Brooks Kimball, iron work,
Lucien Lane, yoke oxen,

-

20 00
00

— So

Or
HT
WH)
0]
09
Co
CONN
WH
OH

12 95
185 00

$3,683 14

FOR

TOWN

PAUPERS.

Paid’J. P. Bancroft, Asylum....seee 102 66
Mrs. J. Corbin, board of F. Corbin
17 00
J.P. Bancroft, Asylum...... eee
54 5D
:
RENE. oSo't terete
56 10
«
Satie
phar idan 105 34
Haskell & Tolles, coffin.........
10 00
Jerk
eDANCTOINGYIUID slate
e)s ««0's 112 76
PAUINGL EVV GHDCr a's cleeieteites
eins mat po ttoo
eee VV NILAKCT fetes stat ae td's
sie.« 16 50

$502 16

COUNTY

PAUPERS.

Paid A. C. Way, board Mrs. Holden
$10 00
State Reform School...........
26 00
Mrs. H? Ellenwood, care A. Holden
10 00
E. J. Fifield, Blood Family......
7 57
EK. H. -Tidd, carrying Blood to
County Farm... .cscseccses
4 00
KE. H. Tidd, Abigail Holden.....
5 50
A. C. Way, board A. Holden....
60 00
P. K. Lothrop, nursing A. Holden, 28 50
State Reform School...........
26 00
Metcalf & Hamlin, goods........
10 00
D. G. Stoughton...... cafeest
oe st OU)
Samuel Webber......ccccccees
10 25
Thomas Malony, Holland child...
15 40
Wm. McCrae, J. Blood.........
5 00
J. G. Wightman. .coccsccesecee
1 00
ROW? Roberteons
+ cease
oe os ~400
oGra WVISTILINATI ¢ o's ¢ at9's p'ais nlaa 4 ans OG
State Reform School. .......-.0.
25 43
K. H. Tidd, transient pauper.....
3 50
J. B. Dunsmore, transient pauper.
14 00

$270 85

TOWN

FARM.

Paid Henry R. Jenny, for hay........

21 36

Hazen Barnard, services on farm
115 00
George Lakin,
a
Sn
10 00
Lewis Lane, hay....secceeseeee
17 00
George Lakin, services..... ceee
20 00
B. W. Putnam, pigs....... eore
15 00
George Lakin, services....... -- - 20 00
S. R. Sager, blacksmithing..... Ae
Ps

Hedy Wifield, coodgae
oa ere esse LG CSD
George Lakin, services....+.+.-.
15 00
“
of
feel S30 ohny(aietaie) 031s
9 50
Oren Berry; labors...
0s..0. wow PO4s80
George Lakin, incidentals.......
Metcalf & Hamlin, goods.......-

10 00
30 84

E. V. Gay, corm...ecsccesscees
20 56
A. S. Finlay, haying tools....... 140 00
George Lakin, salary.....++-..25 00
George Lakin, cattle..... cetera aie LOT
Be Robertson,
Meals sissies. ssccce 7 tO Od
E. J. Fifield, goods. ....ee+ceee
Grenerry 1a@b0t ss aes ardes ance
George Lakin, salary......+.+.40 00
Metcalf & Hamlin, goods........
George Lakin, salary....seseeee
George Lakin, salary .....ee0. » d0 00
Oharles: Giay; scales. s... cc
ses
Metcalf & Johnson, saw bill.....
Wm. Smith, pasturing.......+..
O. Smith & Co., goods...+eee06.
43 77
G. H. Powers, pasture. ..ceecees
George Lakin, salary......+ee0.
Charles Gay, house help.........
George Lakin, salary........--40 00
BS. J. Fifield, goods... .2ese00.
36 85
BV; Gaye meals aves ccncdees)
46°98
George G. Bowen, provision.....
14 34
George Lakin, salary..... eoeeee
15 00
Charles Willard, lumber........
3 00

8
Paid Metcalf & Johnson, saw bill.....
Metcalf & Hamlin, goods........
Geo. S. Bond, sundries.......e.O. Smith & Co., goods. ....seee.
L. H. Royce & Co., goods.......
AV] AY AUCAL css
oss ccs coee
D. W. Parks, blacksmithing.....

9 54
9 22
11 53

21 72
22 74
18 88
8 78

George Lakin, salary..........0-

60 00

Brooks Kimball, blacksmithing...

4 64

$1,339 03

CEMETERIES.

Cash Paid Henry Jenny, (No. Charlestown), 6 50
«¢
Charles Gay,
:
13 45
2
A

W. F. Merrill, Sexton, “
H. ©. EJenwood, labor,.....

Cephas Walker,..... AAPL
otCaer yea

23 00
70 85

2 75
116

TOWN

55

DEBT.

Paid J. J. Hubbard, Int. on note,........ ates ya
“ George Olcott, Exr. note No. 11.........

«J. J. Hubbard,
oh
se

i
:

Eo
Aer
baie aie ands

4

:

Lois <\cveie.sate

sf

“Geo. M. Brooks, note No. 7+ -scsccsseces
“« Samuel Neal,
‘s
D lietarylt wigiate hmateree
$4 Abbie Mi iCram, Int. on notes’ «cms
os este
‘<M. A. Hubbard
as
g niyiate sis yialoce
Timelines ls d1olion,. 4 2,
genes
ate awes
“ Curtis Bradford, notes 41, 49, 50.......6.

‘© Benj. Whipple, Itt. on note. ...sescseces 3
“Nancy Tarbell,
Msg
pune lsate’ ieata @
‘cP. Lathrop note Nd. 48 vice a.»
v9 ore Oak
‘**
‘©

Conn, sh. Si: Bank Intetests:.. sess cee
J. R. Walker
these
tee beens

“a
Paid Alonzo Jackman, Interest .......+... eee
} £hoxanaids Donklee serenely
ell bleee wk
“Samuel Webber
VON swim as os otis «obese, +
“ Sarah
P. Hiland
Sak andleielinis.oferaieieneie cit,
4

i

rN i'ales mialie: Wheataraterere

4972
64-40
60°00
LLG. UC
12 00

$9,812 47
TOWN

OFFICERS.

Paid KE. L. Cushing, Auditors +e+erseersceeess
Alvin Frost
eC
Fae Pe ee Vite
“ Rev. Francis Chase, Bere Hannes Com,
“ Rev. E. De Normandie, Supt. of Schools...

15
5
«20.
94

00
00
00
50

“George Olcott, Treasurers sseeeeees eoeee
“« §. P. Osgood, Constable...... cosccceses

50 00
75 00

woe. Os KIMORA Lowi (lorie de coe ene

40000

cudoat

eae atet),. PAL OOUs- DEX bOI s s.csere
oe nie ¢ sonic
ya Den}. Watpple, Collecting Taxes..eeeeee.
“
School Tax,.
esse
“« KR. W. Robertson, Serv. SAigsaraye
b sire ace peat
APS | es Bedbhite
f
sa sialstshe

204.00
150 00

“©

170 00

Charles Gay

ss

scseecsee

«10 00
ba) 00
tou 00

$ 1,086 50
INCIDENTALS.
Paid J. B. Dinsmore, rent...sscssceccecssees
“ Claremont M’f’g Co., stationery and printing

120 00
47 00

“
‘**

Bridget Titer, cleaning hall....+... eee.
Claremont Man’f’g Co., dager ate coovcee

3 50
22 25

“
“
net

A. P; Clifford, Town Hall.
........0. esee
tel 55
George
S. Bond,
‘
Hiehatsaeece
pede ise 21
as H. Tidd, paar halls Vehentnc ele tare
3 50

“Hiram Greene, cleaning ditch. coccccccece
“ George S. Bond, ppieti on settees.......

2 00
32 00

7
‘-

d- 00
15 00

3th ae Vay, table.
Sitanevecanveus e n
Hattie A. Tidd, res ea elena: ste

10
Paid George Olcott, recording deed..-eeseseee
“ Benj. Whipple, notices....eeeeceeeces oe
«J. P. Bates, hay....esseeeee. cess coves ««
« 1.8. Gilchrist, framing Town plan &c...
“ §.P. Osgood, stone..scccsesccercseses
« William Gregg, work on wall,.....-+.0..
«Wilber Bailey,
Z:
meveseesecse:
“‘ Claremont Man’f’g Co., printing.......e.
“ KH. H. Tidd, attending court.......e.+.+«William A. Hathorn snow guards....... Henry Baldwin, abatement taxes.........
« W.H. 4H. Allen, surveying and counsel....
“ Rey. H. H. Saunderson, Town history.....

4
22
37
66
21
15
6
10
228
32

62
15
90
50
75

75
00
50
00
85
00
12 00
108 00

Nancy Derby, abatement Tax......+..+e.
R. Robertson, grain. ..eesecececcescsees

5 47
6 60

1,008 10
Ashbel Hamlin, damages....eessseeee--

15 00

J. R. Dinsmore, abatement of tax....+..-

3 20

Rev. H. H. Saunderson, Town history.....
90
H. B. Viall,; livery. .cccccccccccesesseee § 7
E. H. Tidd, attending court,.....seeeees
5 00
ab. Lovell, sheep killed by dogs. .seseee
3
Eben Dinsmore
ccetocee
7
George 5. Bond, stove acer ita
23
PALCATOMMNLT

OPEL

OID OBE 5 cininle wits o's 8iel9 ©

5 76

Joseph Burtt, town clock..... Fincineiisieeie lt este
George L. Bond, sheep killed by dogs.-.-.
10 00
Tras (USbIND SOLVICGR< Ge cs asses
a eeale, 1 COLUM
Olive Way, abatement of TaXOScie ss ein sae ee) ee hOsUG
C. C. Kimball, writing, stationery &c......
18 59
He. Ellinwood, cleaning gun..scocscece
2 00
i
making fires, town hall.
10 00
J. T. Dinsmore, sheep killed by foun
36 00
John W. Taylor,
seen
6 00

K. H. Tidd,

is

cteee

3 00

Benj. Whipple, abatement dis(cle ciate iy cre

Int. on over draft on Treasurer,.......+++.

be

coe

101,14
—_—

$1,592 68

I}
LIQUOR

AGENT.

Report of the Charlestown Town

Liquor Agent, end-

ing March 1, 1874.

Value of liquors, casks &c., on hand March
1873,

1,
$117 17
$ 816 92

Amount received for sales of same to date,

$ 934 09
Amount of liquors bought the past year,

$691 92

Agents salary, freights and revenue tax,

175 00

|

$ 866 92

Amount on hand March 4, 1874,
Amount due for liquors,

$167 17

“

50 00

$117 17

TOWN
Note

No.

INDEBTEDNESS.

16
18
20

$8009 00
5100 00
500 00

.

21

27
32
33
34
40
42
44
45
47 °
48
51
52

53
o4

P

.

375

00

1000
1000
1000
450
400
1000
350
3000
1000
70
300

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00

500 00

3000 00
3000 00

12

Note No.

55
56
57
58

200
1208
50
100

00
00
00
00

$31,603 00
ACCOUNT

OF THE

TOWN

FARM.

Town Farm,

Dr.

Amount paid out from Town Treasury....... $1,339 03
Interest on cost of Farm......- Ae En ae
180 00
To diminution on personal property ...... eee
2 57

$1,521 60
Town Farm,

Cr.

Product of farm, amount paid into treasury...
Balance

eeceoeveveeene

e@eceveveeeeesen

eee

$ 518 75
$1,002

85

There have been supported on the Town Farm, during
the past year, an average of four paupers.
There have been permanent improvements put upon the

buildings, estimated at sixty dollars.
ASSETS
TOVGTELED

OF THE

TOWN.

AY UUES so oe Situs 'sores eootalolels ete walalale oiecate

3,500 00

Personal property on farm. ..eceesecceeeees
Due from the County's.
sos vis aie ens e ves ate

2,251 18
250 48

Due from Harris, of Claremont,....eceecesee

90 00

Taxes due from B. Whipple, collector,.......
Gravel Ditd esse ccc ees s eeccsbuss
os ee nahh

400 00
100 00

AT OWI HA ide 0 ieee

wb ie hislela 6 Ate one oe nie :

100 00

Balaned vi Teasurys «'css = civien in e's Wa'n iow
Value of liquors and cash in hands of liquor

74 97
117 17

ATEN. cece rersevecveveveveces ceeeee
Indebtedness over assetS...cccecececes ree,

ee

ae

$31,603 00

13
The Selectmen recommend the raising of the following
sums, for the ensuing year.
State

tax.

County

cccccccccccvccccvsccvsvececocs

$3,024

00

taxecccccccccccccccvecvcccvevecs

2,860

00

2,436

00

eclicars litter;

obra

o's: bila torewes: «eter ate wiacwal We

hate

Roads and bridges...seeeeeees. Pier gie,a: ree

600 00

LGW OLUCDIBia ® « so isivistl + se \dieis 5.015 ce eitiele sie ii)UU,
Paupersssccccssceees Sersidetelste
staicceie cons ¢ efi 2 UI
Interest on town debt .ccccsescsccccesesee
2,000
Pree tel FSio aegiasslates eter eigid dials aiai'e'e cfae ote/s
600
BeIMCteries
wists soo :dse asiaes plaka lclereusiels a pcatica
200

Highways «vosecsseseccercvees cocecccees

UU
ULE
00
00
00

2,000 00
$15,720 00

All of which is respectfully submitted by
E. H. TIDD,
R. W. ROBERTSON,
CHARLES GAY

Selectmen
of
Charlestown.

We certify that we have examined the statements by
the selectmen, and we find vouchers in all cases where re-

ceipts are given, that their drafts on the treasury have all
been paid, that we believe the statement of assets and liabilities of the town is made in good faith, and essentially
correct.

H. B. VIALL,
E. L. CUSHING, > Auditors.
ALVIN FROST,

The Committee, to whom, by a vote of the town, the
care of the Town Hall was entrusted, report
That it has seemed to them necessary, in the discharge
of their duty, to provide as far as possible for the preservation of the property, for its appropriation to the uses and
wants of the public, and to secure as large an income as
could be reasonably obtained,
In the prosecution of those objects, the first necessity
seemed to be a suitable provision for the preservation of

14
the building. Public buildings are liable to many causes
of injury and deterioration to which other property is not
subject. The maxim that “ Everybody’s business is nobody’s business,”’ is in this matter fully illustrated, and unless some one assumes the responsibility and undertakes
the care, decay and waste soon appear. People often seem
to think that they have not the same obligation to exercise
care in regard to such property as in regard to the property of individuals.
A man whose sensibilities would be
shocked by carlessness or slovenliness in his own parlor or
in the dwellings of others, often thinks it no wrong to
place his feet against the nicest walls, cut his name in the
most nicely finished wood-work, whittle the settees, or spread
his tobacco juice over the walls, the floor and the furnaces.
The only way to avoid this is by constant attention, and by
most carefully removing all traces of suchindecency. For,
in this, as in other matters, the force of example is illustrated, and the presence-of one stale tobacco quid on the floor,
or sticking on the wall, invites the company of many others.
The Committee have established the practice of causing
the rooms to be carefully examined after every occasion of
their public use, and everything restored at once, as far as
possible, that needed such restoration.
As all have an equal interest and an equal right in the
building, the committee have allowed all the religious societies to use the Hall for their festivals and other occasions, ~
by their providing for the expenses, including, of course,
the expense of cleaning and putting in order the rooms, after their use. On other occasions, they have endeavored
to establish a reasonable tarriff of prices for the rent of the
Hall, always keeping in their own hands the matter of
warming and lighting, and all the other care of the building.
The account of Mr. Bond, which is hereto appended, will
show what have been the receipts and the expenditures in
all these particulars, during the year.

15
" Some articles of furniture, and other conveniences which
were indispensably necessary, have been provided from the
income obtained from the Hall, as will appear from the
same account.

At the last annual meeting, the town voted to allow to
the Band the use of the Hall on their payment of the

necessary expenses of heating, lighting and cleaning. Accordingly, they have been allowed the use of the Hall several times, but, so far, have paid no part of the expenses.
Some exhibitions and festivals have been held for the
benefit of the Hall, and the proceeds, amounting to about
$ 120, have been expended by the donors in the purchase
of settees. This, however, has not been any part of the
Committee’s work.
All which is respectfully submitted,
EK. L. CUSHING,

Committee.

GEORGE 8. BOND,
TOWN

HALL,

In account with Gorge S. Bonn, Custodian.
By rental of Hall to Feb. 28, 1874,
$219 31

Dr.
Labor of Custodian,

as per bill,

Paid H. Green, labor
“ Mrs. Finnigan, labor,
‘¢ For kerosene,

«chimneys

$11 50

do
do
do

& globes, as per bill,

44 67
83 75
26 01

11 03

6
coal and wood,
ioe
es). Anater,
“1
«step ladder

do
do
do

47 87
1 00
3 50

“1
flue-stopper,
«¢
lettering seats,

do
do

15
2 00

rent of stove, and labor on same,

4 00
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Paid for 12 chairs and freight,

11 50

Peay OAT Of SOaD,
10
‘6
1
hot air grating,
& 00
«¢
“ expenses of Band entertainments, 11 88
Paid the Town Treasurer,
32 35

The Custodian reports that there are on hand, which are
included in the above account,

12 chairs,
1 ton of coal,

42 gallons of kerosene and barrel,
1 step ladder,
1 duster,
1 hot air grating,

$11 50
10 50

9
3
1
8

30
50
00
00

There is also due the Town, from the Charlestown Brass Band, for expenses at the
entertainments, permitted by vote
of the Town,
$15 00

Chimneys and globes on hand,
Paid into the Treasury,

11 08
32 05

Net earnings of Town Hall,

Showing a profit to the town of about 46 per cent. of the
gross rents of the Halls.
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TOWN

HALL RECEIPTS.

Comical Brown,
Austin and Lord,
Heywood Brothers,
Concert,

Jubilee Singers,
C. L. Corbin,
Harp of Erin,
d)
Elfin Star,
Battle of Gettysburg, 4 nights,

Dancing School,
E. S. Stone,
C. L. Corbin,

Spaulding’s Bell Ringer’s
Dancing School,
Wait, Auction,

Singing School,
Episcopal Society,
Fuel for Societies,

$219 31

ANNUAL

REPORTS
OF

THE

SUPERINTENDING SCHOOL COMMITTEE
OF

CHARLESTOWN,
For

the

year ending

March

N. H.,
Ist,

1874.

The Superintendent of schools has a very favorable Report to
make, concerning them, for the past year.
There are, in the town, fourteen schools.

In eight of these the

same teacher has been employed, through the entire year. A continual change of teachers is not beneficial to the cause of education. Where one has taught with success, there are great advantages in retaining his services for several terms.
Male teachers
were secured for four of the winter schools. Most of the teachers
have been competent, faithful, and in many cases have awakened
a good degree of interest in their schools. The pupils, generally,
have been constant and punctual in their attendance; and some
have been diligent students.
One great defect, however, in most of the teachers is noticeable ;

a want of real enthusiasm in their work.

Hence they fail to

awaken any great amount of intersst or enthusiasm in their scholars. And in teaching, as in everything, we cannot do much until we are thoroughly in earnest.
District Nol. The Summer Term, of six weeks, was taught by
Louisa H. GrinneLu. This was Miss Grinnell’s first experience as
an ‘eacher, and for the first attempt was very successful.
She
has many qualifications that recommend herasadeacher. Questoins
* were put with promptness, clearness, and precision. She was not
wanting in aptness, energy, or fidelity.

The Fall Term of eleven weeks was taught by F. J. Barser, of
Townsend, Vt. Mr. Barber had, in the spring previous, taught,
with success, a private school in South Charlestown. Those who
knew his ability as a teacher were anxious to secure his services
again ; and he kept the fall term in District No. 1, and the winter

term in No, 13.

1$
Report of Districts 2 and 3, will be found at the close of this report.
District

No.4.

The Summer

Term, of this school continued

eight weeks. Hrnry W. Jones was the teacher. Up to the last
Mr. Jones sustained his excellent reputation asan instructor. Called away from the East to attend a Medical School in the West, he
went in the early Autumn to Detroit, leaving the school in the
care of PerLtEY L. Sansorn.
Mr. Sanborn taught the Winter
Term of eleven weeks.
He labored faithfully and has many
good qualities as a teacher.
The chief element that seemed to
be wanting is a prompt, vigorous, decided manner.
District No.5. This school was taught through the year by
Epna

L. Coprenanp.

There were

three terms, in all 26 weeks.

Here there was, during the year, very marked progress and a great
deal of workdone. It was one of the best schools in the town. There
was a large class that went through Greenleaf’s Common School
Arithmetic, solving every example. They evinced at the close of
the school a very clear and accurate knowledge of this study, answerlng every question and solving any problem given. It ought
also to be stated that one of the members of this class was only 13
years old. Classes in History, Geography, Grammar, and Reading
acquitted themselves well.
Districr No. 6. The School in this District was taught through
the year by Miss Louisa H. ALLEN. This is an important school
and in many respects a very good one. Miss Allen labored dili-

gently and successfully.
The Register has not been returned to the Superintendent, and
therefore he cannot give any particulars in regard to the school
The school house has been repaired and greatly improved.
The scholars and classes appeared very well.
District No. 7. Lrzzizr J. Purnam was the teacher in this
school during the year. The order was excellent, and the school
seemed like a happy family. It was always a great pleasure to visit it and see the bright, studious little children.

The ambition, and

interest of the scholars in their studies was very marked, Miss
Putnam labored conscientiously and successfully. She gave great
attention to Reading. And here we found, even among the young
children, some of the best readers we have heard. During the Summer Term eight children attended the school, of these Lewis J. Perry, Ada E. Perry, Jennie A. Perry, and Bessie Johnson had no mark
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in the Register against their names.
ten scholars, of these John

E. Sawyer,

In the Winter there were
Freddie Johnson, Charles

P. Hubbard, Ada E. Perry, Jennie A. Perry and Bessie Johnson
had no marks.
District No. 8. The Summer Term of thisschool was taught
by Harriet Boots. The term was very short—continuing only
five weeks. In the Autumn Appiz F. HEywoop taught a term
of eight weeks.
The children here are so young and so few in number that little
can be done in the school and there is little to say about it. Miss
Heywood labored faithfully through the term of eight weeks to
interest and instruct the little ones.
District No. 9. In this District the school was kept twentythree weeks. It was taught through the year by Junia A. Dun-

HAM.

This is a good and interesting school, and was well taught.

Miss Dunham is a very acceptable teacher. All, or almost all the
scholars, at the close of the school, participated in rhetorical exercises, which were very creditable.

District No. 11.
was a Summer

This school was kept nineteen weeks.

Term of ten, and a Winter

Term

Ipa R. Kennepy was the teacher both terms.
an energetic and competent teacher.

There

of nine weeks.

Miss Kennedy is

District No. 12. Thus far in the Report, the Superintendent
has spoken favorably of the teachers and scholars. And he regrets not being able to speak in the seme terms of No. 12. There
were two teachers in this district, this year, and both were unsuc-

cessful. The school was almost atotal failure. The first term was
worse than nothing, the last of very little profit to those who attended. And the fault is not in the pupils who seem well disposed and desirous to have a good school, but it seems to be owing
to the incompetency of the teachers, The first term was taught
by Emma M. Reep. The second by Carrie E. WicurTmay.

District No. 13. The Summer Term was taught by Saran A.
Porter. ‘The school continued ten weeks and was a very good
one. Miss. Porter was interested in her work and interested the
scholars, and made the term a very successful one.
The Winter Term of eleven weeks was taught by F. J. BArzrr,
of Townsend Vt.

The whole number of scholars was twenty-four ;

average attendance, twenty-two. Of these twenty four, eight were
neither absent nor tardy during the term; their names are Fred
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A. Piper, John I. Royce, Eddie H. Albee, Ralph F. Marshall, Hubert B. Scott, Achsah E. Royse, Grace C. Robertson, Helen L. Ken-

nedy. Byron CO. Bailey was absent one half day. At the close of
the school all the scholars, and the Teacher also, participated in
rhetorical exercises which were highly enjoyed by the numerous

visitors present.
District No. 14. There were twenty-two weeks of school in this
District.
The teacher for the Summer Term was Franxig A.
DrensMorE. In the Winter the school was taught by Mriton A.
Hicks. Mr. Hicks was deeply interested in his work. There was
great improvement made in Reading, to which the teacher gave
much attention, teaching them the principles of elocution.
It is customary for the Superintendent to append to his Report
many important suggestions for the people to read and forget. The
citizens are earnestly requested to do more for the schools; raise
more money and manifest more interest. The parents are reminded of the importance of visiting the school and seeing for themselves how their children are taught. But these suggestions are
not much heeded and do not carry much weight with them. My
experience is that where there is a teacher who is wide-awake and
a school that is alive, there will be parents and visitors in the
school. Where it is known that the teacher has little interest and
the children care little for their sohool or their studies, the parents
too are indifferent. We all know our duty, let us see how faithfully, and tirelessly, and well we can do it.
It was a saying of Plato, that man becomes what he is principally
by his education. The same sentiment has been even more forcibly
expressed by John Locke. ‘ Of all the men we meet, nine out of
ten are good or evil, dangerous or useful members of society, according to their education.”
Montesquieu has stated the same
thought’ in a still more practical way: ‘“‘ Education makes the man,
that alone is the parent of every virtue; it is the most sacred, the
most useful, and at the same time the most neglected thing in every country.”
Respectfully submitted,
EUGENE De NORMANDIE,

Superintendent of Schools.
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REPORT OF SUPERINTENDING
Of combined Districts

COMMITTEE

Numbers 2 and &.

The Superintending Committee for the village districts would
respectfully report, that while they have not by any means accom- ~
plished all they would have been glad to, in the improvement of
the schools under their oversight, they still believe that in many
respects an important advance has been made. As tlie standard
of instruction has been nearly everywhere raised, so here we have
secured, as we think, some progress in thoroughness of teaching,
The quality of the results obtained by the pupils is on the whole
higher and better.
The

South

Primary

School was, during the first term, under

charge of Miss Liry A. WALKER, of Grafton, Vt. During the
second and third terms it was taught by Miss Kats E. WILgEy, of
Westminister, Vt. Miss Wiley, though young, had had some little
experience in teaching, and was ready to avail herself
of all opportunities for improvement.
The Committee found the school always
in reasonably good order, and consider the teaching fairly done.
The North Primary School was taught during the first two
terms by Miss L. M. Dinsmoor,
The methods of this teacher
were of the very best. She had had opportunities of learning the
most approved modes of school management, and though without
any great amount of actual experience, her natural tact and her
quickness to adapt her knowledge to the circumstances in which
she was placed, obtained for her unusual success in the school room.
Her scholars always appeared interested, and made excellent

progress. The Committee regretted that matters aside from the
direct work of instruction interfered with their desire to retain her
services for the school. The third term was kept by Miss §S. A.
Porter, of Langdon, an experienced and successful teacher, who
fully sustained her well-earned reputation.
The Grammar School has been kept, throughout the year, by
Miss M. J. Wi1Luramson, already well known in the district by
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her two years’ previous service in the South Primary School.
Miss Williamson

did well there, she has done even

If

better in the

present higher department. The school was good both in respect
to order and instruction, and the scholars have derived great benefit from their year’s work.
The High School has been in the competent hands of Mrs. AticE
Pitts, during the year. Mrs. Pitts is a teacher of the first qualitications; and in thoroughness and clearness of instruction is superior. The number of scholars in her department was not as large
as could have been desired, especially during the first two terms.
The village had been growing so rapidly for a year previous to
the election of the present Committee, that it was hoped the time
had come when a real system of graded schools could be established, with such a High School at its head that all in the village,
who had children, would be glad to send them there; that it
would soon be so well supported that there would be no further
need of sending the older boys and girls to other towns for their
higher education. For this reason the Grammar School was continued through the year, instead of being limited, as heretofore,
to the winter term; and the High School was kept as such in like

manner during the year The liberal allowance for extra schooling provided by the district, has enabled the Committee to carry
out these ideas, and has given considerable advantage to the
scholars who have steadily attended. It will be for the district to
judge whether they have met with such success as will warrant
their being carried on in the future.
The schools have had one difficulty to contend with the past
year, which must be taken into consideration. Sickness has affected them very considerably. In the spring term, the measles
broke out, and at least half the pupils were down with this disease. Nor did the teachers entirely escape. Miss Williamson was
attacked, and obliged to give up for three weeks. This past winter

has been unusually productive of severe colds.
kept away

there.

from

school;

and some, who

Some pupils were

went, were

not fit to be

It seemed a good sign, that those who were obliged to stay

away, did so with reluctance.

after nine weeks teaching, Mrs.
was obliged with much regret
dential Committee endeavored
keep out the term, but without

In the latter part of the winter,

Pitts’s strength gave out, and she
to resign her position. The Pruto obtain some one qualified to
success,
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In the winter term the Committee

introduced a new branch of

instruction into the Grammar and High Schools. Music had always been practised, to a greater or less extent, as a pleasant pastime, according to the taste of the teachers. But it was felt that for
the sake of the scholars, for the sake of the village generally,
which was sadly deficient in persons skilled in vocal music, it was
time to commence instructing the young, as a regular part of their
school studies, in music as a science and an art; as has been done

for several years in the best public schools in other States.

With

these views, the services of Miss ABBIE GRINNELL, a musician

of

well known skill, were obtained. Miss Grinnell went into the two
schools before mentioned on Tuesday and Friday afternoon of each
week, for an hour each time. The Committee cannot but feel
pleased with the result, and hope the branch of instruction will be

continued, if not for the whole of each school year, at least for a
portion.
Respectfully submitted,
FRANCIS CHASE,
Chairman.

REPO LE
OF THE
OFFICERS

TOWN

OF

OF THE

CHARLESTOWN,

For the year ending March 1, 1875.
——.08g00o——_

Report of the Selectmen.

The Town, at the annual meeting in March, 1874, voted
to raise these sums.
Meet LA 9s (0.4 | 5 >!etanere en Uietelere a,b ak <a ae
ay $3,024 00 ©

Gonnty tax ces os sce etst bt bene whe dien he sad 3,000 00
SOU OOISwiwis o's ons Smieielsy bold Bye oereiempaees=» 2,436 00
Roads and Bridges.....ssccccccecccvevces 600 00
EPPUNL WLIGCATAY «5 <4. c'c'e. 60 cgth OG o.a16 Cas Karras wer

1,000 .00

PEW DANDOTO cs s:'p scons eee on «te was 5 9.06 04
Interest on Town debt... .ccccssccccercecces
Incidentals.....cccccccccccccsevevercscccs
Cometeries.. es cccccsncaccetccesisacccoes
Highways, to be paid in labor....eesseeeeee

1,000
2,000
600
200
2,000

Selectmen added....cccccscvcees

00
00
00
00
00

15,860 00
690 59

$16,550 59

4
Schools.

Paid E. G. Spencer, District No. 1,
A. D. Hull,

Nos. 2 & 3,

INOca
No.5
NGO,
tet. f|
Oo.Sy
Oo,
No. 10,
No, 11,
ON 0; 12,
IN O.o1 5,

$ 112
1,185
180
172
161
127
65
135
32
123
93
176
104
28

Charles Willard,
E. F. Hubbard,
H. K. Jenney,
K. R. Perry,
N. W. Locke,
Riley Goodell,
Michael Meeney,
John L. Adams,
Mark Lane,
K. A. Scott,

Oh
“
Peleg
ee
aGUEN
fa
“
“
ESR
CP

A. C. Eggleston,
Lewis Lane,
Geo..H. Leet,

“
No. 14,
Fes) 8,
«
No. 6, in Claremont,

4 10

$2703
Roads

and Bridges.

John M. Crosby, timber for bridge,
R. W. Robertson, labor,
Sam’! Putnam, jr., breaking roads, 1873,
K. G. Spencer, building railing,
©. B. Bailey, culvert at So. Charlestown,
B. W. Putnam, plank,
Geo. Hubbard,
‘“
HK. G. Spencer,
Lucian Lane, work on bridge,
N. B. Hull, watering trough,
L. 8. Fairbanks, work on bridge,
Ashbel Hamlin, use of gravel pit,
James R, Perry, labor,
James W. Fisk, breaking roads,
Mark Lane,
Allen Evans,
i"
As
John A. Towner, snowing bridge,
Alvah C. Way, breaking roads,
Michael Meeney,
‘
Geo. H. Powers, repairs of roads,
Thomas F, Pingree, breaking roads,

L. F. Hodgman,

+

$2
26
7
25
264
12
10

13

5
W. S. Butterfield, breaking roads,

18 10

Jarvis Walker, bridge plank,
R. W. Robertson,
Artemas Wood, breaking TORGS,
John W. Taylor,
és
N. W. Locke,
2
hy
Geo. raphe:
ones
rf

32
9
4
44
20
4

20
41
00
72
50
00
14 00
25 80
3 00

E. F. Hubbard,
*
a
’ Lewis Lane,
2
aS
BK. F. Hubhard, watering trough,

L. S. Fairbanks, breaking roads,

12 40

James S. Putnam,

82 00

+

Brooks Kimball, watering trough,
6“

3 00

6“

5 00

Wn. Hamlin, watering trough,
T. B. Lovell’s estate, work on roads,

3 00
5 00
$765 88

Town Paupers.

Edward Cooley, goods,
W. B. Porter, medical advice,
L. H. Royee, store bill,
Metcalf & Hamlin, store bill,
John W. Taylor,
:
B. W. Putnam, meal,

$ 3 00
4
10
20
30
2

25
98
O07
00
00

Support of Jona. Lynds,
569 75
of two paupers at N. H. Insane
Asylum,
451 86
$1,091 91
County Paupers.

D. G.

Stoughton, transient,

B. W. Putnam,
Alvin Frost, E.
B. W. Putnam,
W. A. Hunt, L.
W. H. Labaree,
B. W. Putnam,

Stone,
wood, Mrs. Mullen,

$ 3 10
5 00
45 00
5 00

Ashey,

9 00

goods,
transient,

8 25
7 00

R. W. Robertson,

do.

12°25

B.
J.
R.
J.

W. Putnam,
W. Taylor,
W. Robertson,

W. Taylor,

do.
do.
do.
do.

$107 45
Town

D.
W.
R.
G.

Farm.

C. Moore, liquors,
H. Labaree, store bill,
W. Robertson, tea,
Lakin, services as Agent,
do.
flour,
do,
J. Ashey, labor,
¢é

Metcalf & Hamlin, store bill,
C. Walker, meal,

L. H. Royce & Co., store bill,
Richard Robertson, grain,
D. Bradford, meat,
Wm. Putnam, services,
John S. Fish, blacksmithing, |
Geo. 8. Bond, sundries,
Geo. H. Powers, use of pasture,
Edw. Cooley, store bill,
Brooks Kimball, blacksmithing,
Hiram Smith,

$720 58
Cemeteries,

- 10 00
Metcalf, N. Charlesto’n fountain 457 55
Horace Hubbard
ih
cemetery
11 00
H. C. Ellenwood, care of village
75 15

R, W. Robertson, Posts. 's's owes wes

Horace

K. H. Tidd, breaking roads.......+00.
W. FEF. Merrill, No. Chas. Cemetery.....
H.

C.

Ellenwood,

removal

of

2 OO
4 15

A. E.

Spaulding «..cecsesscccccsscvess

13 50

§
Town Debt.

Faid Interest ‘on note, No. 42. ccccccccccces
No Bee ie cr ersie’s }

4

bn

“¢

Interest on note, No. 54...eeeeeee. za:

=
“

gs
re
“

eee Ne LBPras inate
sew g eed oe ret OULU
*

a

ING ase wea

een ee yeas

in full note, No. 57...-seeerececvees ‘

f
Int.

60 00
180 00

rf
NOs DG ae eenisicieien ets oa :
on note No. d4e<.606 a
eee é

FS

180 00

30 00
52 88

72 48
27 00

IN Os 20 ida visiencee
ss clon -

30 00

Mia sie.soatttet aaa ee
Nr2
*:
in full note, No. 56...c.ecceceenvcs .

60 00
1,226 92
200 00

“ on note,
NOL: AOA
at. PS ate d
in full note, No. GO....eessccccevees
= Intvon'note; -Nosi6s £260 ia
os :
3
3
FS Pee
Se Ne
:
s
ME i Sree aero ite oars eiaita
ae
Ghar
aes
=
ag
ADS NO ROH. IR ALP aan
_
a
AUER Ce MRA
REELS
FON THOCOP NOY POSEY a sien os ess «fds -.ae in fall noteyiNo,’ 66.0% iw Ps eRrO RIGs Cie
te
“3
AAS ARES
Pe
*¢ on note, No. 18,.... oS
teed Feo
In
NOLEP NG BHC
P APU
HOLE ie
os Int:-ontnote; No, 85 258). PPR ee oe ek
PP on MOts, INO, AD ETS SPATE OAS

102 50
480 00
QT633
219 00
12 46
26 44
60 00
2,000 00
336 98
366 57
1,250 00
209 03
73 00
100 00
$ 8,626 59

Town

Officers.

Alvin Frost, beanie Pate
Bieri VES ee

tee ae rere Lae ial
cd Claas sabe ;

A. D. Hull, services at meeting....-eeeeee :

Charles Gay

et

ee

ear ke

re

9 00
9 00
7 50

5 00

George Olcott, services as moderator. ...+eeGeo. W. Frost, COUStA DION LM held awie.ae
d eel e;
Horace Metcalf, services at Concord....... x
Sol. P. Osgood, Constable........e6. ret ha
R. W. Robertson. Selectman. satcce.sc Seslenta

40
26
11
50
200

00
00
00
00
00

Benj. W. Putnam, Deloctmautsc.cecss cesses
John W. Taylor, Selectman.......seeeeees

200 00
160 00

8
George Olcott, Treasurer... scoceceecsevece
Benj. W. Putnam, overseer of poor......-- :

50 00
20 00

Charles C. Kimball, Town Clerk........... 4
Alvin Frost, Collector of taxes. .....seeeeee
EK. L. Cushing, Retainer...... coe eens ween
EK. De Normandie, Supt Schools........... :
:
School Committee.........

50
75
15
98
23

00
00
00
75
00

$1,049 25
Incidentals,

Claremont Manuf’g Co., printing reports,
J. W. Corbin, work on Town Hall, 1873,
S. A. Spooner, railing for platform,
B. W. Putnam, wood for Town Hall,
Claremont Manuf’g Co., printing,
‘“

66

“6

Alvin Frost, Collector’s blanks,
Geo. S. Bond, blinds for Town Hall,
Geo. Olcott, copy of I. H. Silsby’s will,

BK. R. Osgood & Co., North Charlestown hearse,
EK. D. Baker, to settle suit of 8S. O. Cooley,

Cyrus Blake, cleaning stone, Town Hall,

42 00
10 00
22 57
2 50

8 00
4

32

4 00.
408 24
2 00

220 00
74 44

5 50

Charles Fisher, running Town lines,

19 25

EK. 8. Milliken, Adm., damages on highway,
Geo. S. Bond, saw dust and labor,
+
lead pipe at Geer Spring,
B. W. Putnam, running Town lines,
‘f
attending court,
Bay. Robertson, damages ou highway,
stone &e.,

20
9
31
10
5
10
1

H. C. Ellenwood, care of gun,
B. W. Putnam, wood for ‘Town Hall,
George W. Hamlin, services,

11 25
6 00
1 00

H. C. Ellenwood, burial of dead,
George S. Bond, pipe &e.,
S. H. Grinnell, use of pasture

78 00
91
3 00

Joseph Burtt, care of ‘Lown clock,

15 00

B. W. Putnam, attending court,
C. C. Kimball, book-keeping,
stationery,

8 00
15 00
7 46

Allen C. Reed, drawing plans,

00
65
31
00
00
00
35

3 50

9
Colby and Batchelder, retainer fee,
D. C. Moore, certificates births and deaths,
W. F. Merrill, burial of dead, No. Charlestown,
Sam’l Webber, certificates of births and deaths,
J. C. Stebbins, printing notices,
Geo. Olcott, Tr. interest on over draft,

5
1
24
1

00
50
00
50
2 00
72 50

$1,165 75
Account

of Tomb Committee.

Paid J. W. Hazen, work,
« §. H. Hurd, granite,
«Alvin. Frost, work, lumber & bills
paid,
“ oW.S. Westgate, work,

«

Freight on granite,

“ * Daniel Hart, work,
“ H.D. Dickey, slating,
“J. W. Taylor, bills paid,
Wilbra Bailey, work,
«
“CC. Callahan, work,

“

W. Bailey, fitting door,

“
“
‘©
“©
“

=Alvin Frost, work,
Metcalf & Johnson, lumber,
H. Hull, labor,
W. H. Labaree, nails,
Freight on doors,

61 87
80 00

99 60
18 11
9 15
28
47
60
12
6

00
50
00
00
00
6 00
5 00
11 13
18 10

2 59
4 17

“

Tomb doors,

144 33

“

J, W. Taylor, bricks,

162 00

«6
“
“
“

to Claremont,
J. S$. Fish, lumber,
©. V. Barker, work,
Horace Hull,
“
G.S. Bond, bell,

“
“

és
labor and bills paid,
©. C. Kimball, balance Expense

73 40
5
11
2
2
6

60
02
00
75
80

$877 12
The tomb is complete except painting, cementing the
floor and some grading. Estimated cost to complete it is
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HAS. C. C. KIMBALL
L
(
CHAS.
JOHN W. TAYLOR ¢glist

10
Sheep killed by Dogs.
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$ 32 00
Abatement

of Taxes.

Hunt, Henry L.
1869. cccessceee Povccccne
Hunt, Henry L.
ABT Oita e ARTs leis 6 ase 0s 0
Woods, Artemas
Pees nn ae$st Chat aid abate a Iote set
Hunt, Henry L.
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Heath, Daniel
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oe
Woods, Artemas
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SEP atate plete ew ater a ee cists ie
Brunell, Charles
Petals.
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Corbin, Mrs. Anne
ESAMate
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Pri oie ge laadts ‘oteta wee ate otal le
Clinton, John T.
aan ais Stas el ihate elchats Lema
Dunham, William
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a 9'4 0 aid oo ale wig e'sbie atte
Fallows, Francis
Heath, Daniel
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Haley, Hugh
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00
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35
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=,cr)
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Olney mylvester, “thew re
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Pes betel
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ae

oe

oe

ee
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Brunnell, Chas.

FT

Brooks, Mary A.
Daman, Henry
Derby, Mrs. Erastus

eae
e ee Sev ee ER be ee
eT OG
LO eels elale fe ee ete whi tate
25
Fe eis Sere aie ee wht ase sty vim
29

Griggs, Almaron
Gibson, Henry
Jones, Mrs. Nancy
Middleton Estate
Perry, James E.

MEK
ME
CO

etec dha "0Taravale MR ronate ee

70

Ke ed Ki
ek ke
43
ER ICL RM Re wk
et
DD
OD
DD
ee
DOr
St
Oo
HY
eB
AS
00 43
tt
ccc cccccccccevcees Ll 44

sO aes wetted eee be adie pte es
Oc edccercevecesscceee 20 00

oe
a
~

Putnam, Mrs Oathieriig (Sree
cccae
Straw, Mrs. Daniel
pet
As i SE
eset Shaseats
Bond, George S.
AE ASS, Sie OUAle nies ee eateve »
Oscar Clark,
wk hah hy STS TLRS E at Coats

2188
1 55
& 58
3 75

Highway taxes of non residents paid highway SurWEVOLS
O's «eae wicidlalarsa’s wis ier Dee slate. o.0:)EERO
Riley, Goodell
TESTA
ae oa ersMee
e OLA)
$201 63
Town

History.

1874
March 7, Paid H. H. Saunderson Wa ete ace shee . -$66 00
BetTeae bed ie ah yes amaERO as ain!0 ave e 4:5a
60 00
May 9,
‘
ga aiatdcan
isciate ee scerta athe
June l,
CON
MEME teSave fast 0.9 ek ot -. 66 00
July 30,
*
tf
wn ga aiaiete’ «a eialste Cee ETOe
Aug. 8,
oa
PIN
LM ts Aa dat slate e'e': care) oe 54 00
Sep. 19.
4
FSOVR
YT Oh tee a‘gare 66 00
Oct. 5,
:
Seas
a aa sie aa ciate ais66 00
Nov, 2,
sf:
peer enDGeeii a ei ugh allynica puai-are Os 66 00
Tyece1 4,0 7. t
.
Micha alate Git wate ate .79 00
1875
Jan. 4,
Ue
pig
a i BR ie Pa hySE
2 ub Be 54 00
Feb. 1,
:
UTM.
Galt staleahe, ereeaveie as OOLUD
cera
Che TLOSACEMAICLOR Ista'e biaih! ahcle esa eels 8° 22 41

Josiah Cobb, Committee.

To enforce Prohibitory Law, in account with Town of

Charlestown.

Dr:

Going to Claremont,.++e.eeeseeeevees estas
5Viecaes $

8 00

One day at home,.-..ecceccecrcscccceecs Per

2 00

Paid EH, L. Cushing,. «cesses seeeveccvcoccces
Ty B Vial) ctenins vie a dias «ented
>&.6 vimana’ oe
STOUT Ms VV BERETS BLIGTIIT: « ofs'o while’see ob e's ale ee
Ce Bo Lawtotice ssi
e- ss PEM Piaiale
tc devs aiiase
Mali var, LaVelle cde dc'a'es.c
Shale tte cm 658 é«,

25 00
Oe OU
21 95
85
20.00

H, C.Ellenwood,.......«. pirate
ash s OS expands belle

Met rO, ELUD DAT. sla apn te.otelne mpaiantic.ds
oacea
5 00
Pai VV BELG. ees sted oa win 9.0.5 Slow sheen 6 ais’ a:9 20 00
PATS TOONCWDOSts vo oe o's sys cise sv ove hep pee
6 00
EA OEd tliye's vies sinks’av c'c's'o's cielo 0's ow 0s ie/«'e'e 4.» 2 00
PSS Ue AES ALESIS
GR
A
ERP
ayy
2 25

$115 05
Collector’s

Account.

Brngamin Wuipp.e, Collector for 1873, in account with
town of Charlestown.

Dr.
Mar. 1, 1874.

Balance on old bills,........-..$ 400 00

Cr.
Paid Town Treasurer,...... eceooomal

Balance due Town,...... pe anes

68 59
$ 400 00

Atvin Frost, in account
March 1, 1874.

with

town

of Charlestown,

Dr.
Tax Dills,.'s's's\s
<ss'e eovceee

14,500 59

Cr.
Paid

*

State tax,....... aoaia.s a oer, ee

Paid County tax,.+eseseseces
Paid Town Treasurer,...-.+-Charged H. B. Viall Coll.....

3,108 98
6,988 10
1,429 51

14,550 59
H. B. Viatz, Collector, in account with town of Charlestown.

Feb, 16, 1875.
Dr.

j

Balance of A. Frost’s tax bills.$1,429 5

Cr.
Paid Town' Treasurer. .s es...
Balance due—Towns sss ceeees

Account of the Town

Town Farm

629 51
800 00

Farm.

Dr.

Am’t paid from Town Treasury.
Interest on cost of farm.......

720 58
180 00
(BT a ee

900 58

Cr.
Paid into Treasury..sceseooes
Gain on Personal Property....

101 27
129 35
230 62

Balance

669 96

D. C. Moorz, Liquor Agent, to the Town of Charlestown,

Dr.
March 1, 1874.

To liquors on hand..........

«©

“ cash rec. for liquors......-.

1875

$167

17

930 00

$1,097 17

Cr.
By amount paid for liquor.....
Salary, license, freight &c.....

830 00
150 00
980 00
—

Liquors, kegs & cash on hand
Town
Note srNOs

Indebtedness March 1, 1874,

achU cack eule wearer
eal $ 8000 00
VE SARA) Plies leans
850 00
ERE
Pty ee a Ay
500 00

—_

—_—

19 i By

Note

“No

27. ...0%%% Se
ie -- 1000 00
FA Sins taPh Sipcael'y ss pawre a 1000 00
Elche) als aeerelacw
idiw abe. ave 1000 00
bee se sinceis
Ce sce 6 450 00
AT hehetare as viniba setteed
200 00
Bo sPecsicencessvects
1000 00
At free af Sete pie a 8 abs 3000 00
ids’ ele daby’ sana varete isa acdte 1000 00
AS oa ss .era sets nae oe etre
70 00
DUAN Lea
wlele pietinte 300 00
Aweigh aMetacety
ica. Seale
500 00
Diy al ass w wie gugiereise § 3000 00
DAU ois e\wate a serials 5 3000 00
wie wis wines onic idisla aN
100 00
Dilawis oa sede
a's Gnas °
938 00
GL. cece
ee neces veces
200 00
Oe a wisieeisie ease bie bie 700 00
OBescreessesves mip ade
QUGQ0
OA5 Sees
sis e's tictstaele
200 00
Ges dean
sos kite sie
300 00
Bisieses mirderere
ste sia eis 100 00
DS. die vsnis ses baie bens 1450 00
ODie is sluice vig eked
210 00
70
it Se Coser
250 00
TELA RARE
toes 5ciety 200 00
TAA eatenbissevecevees
1000 00
Due Town Treasurer,
1066 78

$ 33,159 78
‘Assets

of the town.

Town Farm,.-.eesceeee Ce ecevese $3500 00
Personal property of Farms coeeeee 2380 53
Town Hall & furniture,.......eee. 16000 00
Gravel pit. .eeeeees tack pe aie tee eg - 100 00
POW EAI s as 84s Tope dele aS isteamisd
ALOU OG
Due from B. Whipple, coll........
168 59

Geet

“

SH eer tall aude s pees

“5 O}°L,; Qorbitit0 Wall. ses se?)

ROAD

ek UUD

$22,959 12
we
ee

Indebtedness over assets

$10,200 61
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Town

of Charlestown,

In account with GEorGE 8. Bonn, Custodian of Town
Hall.
1874.

Cr.

March 8, Singing school.......sseee. $ 1 50
Unitarian Society, 1873.....
2 25
Spiritualists»... eseeeceeees
2 00
Roman Catholics, 1873..... - 4°00
30, Whitmore & Clark........ 12 50

April
May

6, Brass band.......sesseeees
2, Professor Harrington.......
Professor Cadwell .........
Ladies’ So. Parish. ..... es
Grand Army..-eececeeeees
Teachers’ Institute.........

June 17, Congregationalist Society....
July 4, Ladies So. Parish..........
Aug. 3, Balle. aot5 orehat statatat stabs! Sts?atetdhs
19, St. Luke’s Society.........
Sept.

Oct.
Dec.

6 75
12 50
10
6
5
15

00
62
62
00

2
3
15
1

25
75
00
20

i: Weeyrletisnkde
tere ce ed ace 16 00
18, Grand Army..-ccscoceees :
60
21, New Orleans Minstrels....... 10 00

24, Hyer Sisters. ...+sseeeseeee
18, Heywood Bros.......seeeeee
1, Grand Army.......... ree

15, Congregationalist Society..
Roman

3 00
10 00
F910

4 15

Catholics. ..e.e.e.e.

5 00

24, St. Luke’s Society.........25, Ladies So. Parish. ..+++seee0
Jan. 1, 1875, Ladies So. Parish.......
, Jo BeDinmidievevehweab eer.
as
Set
ns eatin ay Hak a

00
25
85
00
00
50
20
50
67
50
50
00

3
4
8
2
5
107 Roman Catholics.....seceeee
2
Grand “Armyserssccacveenes 17
30, Washburn’s pe ED aera cle 12
Reb. «1; Ladies Bos Parish: bias gacsudas 5
8, St. Luke’s Society. ..+.seeeee
3
Singing School, 10 nights..... 12
1D Vols Browne ceeded
di diedes 12

26, Nelly Daniels..... Prev rene’ 12 50
——— $260 26

Dr.

TL. Gallan, MeASULEs+e-.-a:0r0 sewers etere'sre's
BR VITITEG! ncfetal sebptaig ote atose ols"ahotohePeteehdh a

75
20

1 Dripping pan. .-.cseeceseccceces
1 Mop, handle. ..cesecevsccccecees
DEISEOD
IN ofices $0 aioe os to'phpte lstoy p Setwishere

50
3
35

BIADON vie sateen St tele ies ee Mae's Wobepte bess
1 Lamp hook. ..ccecccscceccecvess

3 00
80

RUST CO Heed Ee PO Pee Eee
AL MSA TALC LRTI be > p's<pno:ote'e14"slate. = rowieye

60
16 50

Chain, pulley and labor. .............

3 27

EME EC EL We Wo lolsloleve s¥oislalaiwtnl
sa'eGeie cle ¢
1. Bar soap’ « sj00:0 4 ej000j0:0 0 be eee gine
RMGOT AVOOLi nS % p10 tse bis ible .0ie
Pl Oy ols Ske dale gs ood ha bo Od bie aes

50
10
1 50
30

Oil, as by voucher. .-eseevceeseeces

10 19

Coal “
TEE AN one Sat Ougat s ee
72 76
H. Green, labor, as by voucher......
122 00
CHUM BGS 15:5 Sess wise oop siseieelp heen ep .00
2 37
AVVAGKE 2Vath By os soisYoputs seinloisistuttiesats
osets
70
——
$236 74
Paid Town Treasurer. ...+++ee0¢ dyits
23 52
260 26
Goal son RANG.
\v's ss Sh wo.) sews bea oud sco 8 22 50
Implements on hand,....+.+++ b eialses ea kisi scedia
5 32
Chandelier on hand, <(./<’s/c'co.0
ms ee'e bews ese e's v0 Siecle
Due from C. L. Corbin, for use of Hall for Ball,
NO: TLL TAs icinew'h tianlian eX alta. s sb 05,5 10 00
Paid. Town: Treasurer, s'ss0viod
vcscecvese ceases 23 52
Net income of Hall,

GEORGE

$82 51

S. BOND,
Custodian.

March 1, 1875.

The Selectmen recommend
sums, for the ensuing year.
Hor State (Daw faves
sukasics trp

the raising of the following
oe ee ches oe $ 3,024 00

County, Dax eat
eae abinalaid
Fs eente th
Mennolesns suing sus eeban Chee vec et akee eee

eeadM)
OaUG

17
For Roads and Bridges.....sccssccecccvcsees
600 00
To Wa MCE Laas: s,ochna arncel ciecauednued mnivi stor eses 1,000 00

EPPS

a iotoast one esate, watspivesdoninl
eles tein ofete, ecoate1,000 00

Interest on Town Debt. viele agagah winkaeaetNATe: 2,000 00
Eucrgentiias« veatcwins.s os mien epaseaetenls 600 00
ainatenten inte Gide acute citegelt, eastsdehec ikolebans
200 00

Highways .ccscccecerecccerevcsevcesee

2,000 00

All of which is respectfully submitted by
» ROSWELL W. ROBERTSON, tae
BENJAMIN

JOHN

W. PUTNAM

W. TAYLOR.

:

of

Charlestown.

I have examined the within account and find the same
to be correct and properly vouched.
H. B. VIALL.
Auditor.
March 2, 1875.

ANNUAL
OF

REPORT
THE

SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS,
CHARLESTOWN, N. H.,
For the year ending March 9th, 1875.
The school year has closed, and the Superintendent gathers all the facts of importance or interest, connected with
the schools into his annual report.
The report shall be as truthful as it can be made. Nothing of importance shall be blanched or omitted, and nothing
set down in malice. The citizens of the town have a right
to know the exact condition of the schools. In two or three
districts there has been a little disturbing element, and the
work of teaching has been less thorough and successful on
that account.
But in most of the schools the teaching has
been satisfactory and with excellent results.
Rev. FRANCIS CHASE was chosen at the beginning of the
school year to assist in the superintendence of the village
‘schools.

In the Spring, a severe illness unfitted him for this

work and the more important work of his Parish.
Resigning his charge as Rector of St. Luke’s Church, he sought
to recruit his wasted strength by rest from labor and by
travel in the Old World. In the resignation and removal
of Mr. Chase the Church lost a faithful pastor and rector,
the town a valuable citizen, and the cause of Education and

the schools a good and much needed friend.
When Mr.
Chase left, the care and supervision of all the schools came
upon the present superintendent. ‘The village schools good
as they have been, the past year, would have been improved
if they had not been deprived of his valuable services.
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Solon, the celebrated

legislator of Athens,

we

are

told,

enacted a law for the capital punishment of every citizen
who should continue neutral when parties ran high in that
Republic.

To be indifferent to the interests of the State was

a capital offence. We may object to the rigor of this law
and the severity of the punishment.
But there is a very
just principle underlying this requirement. In a political
contest relating to particular men or measures, a wellwisher to his country may be permitted to remain silent;
but when the great interests

of a nation

comes every man to act with
If some Solon of this day,
citizen should take a lively
town or city we might look

firmness and with vigor.
had power to enact that every ~
interest in the schools of his
for great improvements in the

cause of education.

are at stake, it be-

This is a subject to which the majority

of citizens give very little attention.
And yet there is
nothing connected with citizenship more important than
this.
In the time of the Elder Pliny, Carthage was the enemy
and rival of Rome. Pliny who was a great orator and noble Roman

patriot, closed every oration he pronounced, no

matter what subject was discussed, in these words: ‘* Whatever you may think of the subject under discussion, Carthage must be destroyed.” In this way he kept this subject
and the danger and the duty of the Roman
fore their minds.

people ever be-

If we had the spirit of this noble Roman,

not in relation to our political dangers only but our educational dangers and would say in all our debates, ‘*‘ Whatever you may think of the subject under discussion, OUR
SCHOOLS must be maintained,” then we might see the cause
of education prosper.
District No. 1. Prudential Committee, Mr. GILBERT
Spencer.
Teacher for the year, Miss Louise M. DINsMORE.
The School-house in this district has been in ruins for
several years. In the Autumn, a committee appointed for
this purpose, raised it from

its ruins and

made

it neat and

comfortable.
In the Summer term of seven weeks, there
were eighteen scholars. Miss Dinsmore who had taught this
school so acceptably before, fully sustained her excellent
reputation asa teacher. The school always appeared well,
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the pupils were always interested and made rapid progress.
Before

the Winter

term

commenced,

many of the children

had removed from the district and the school was consequently very small. Of this term the Superintendent knows

almost nothing.

The Prudential Committee did not inform

him of the day on which the term closed, and he did not visthe school enough to judge of the teaching or progress of
the scholars.
Districts No. 2,and 3. These two districts, together, include the four village Schools.
The North Primary,with
an average attendance of more than fifty children, was
taught by Mrs. M. J. Purnam.
Mrs. Putnam has been long
and favorably known, as a teacher, to the people of Charles-

own.
This year has been one of her most successful years
in her School.
She has been ambitious to learn new and
inproved methods of instruction;

and for this purpose visit-

ed, twice, the Public Schools of Boston to see how they were

governed and taught. The information gained in this way
was made available in her own school with excellent results.
The South Primary, with an average attendance a little less than fifty, was taught through the year by Miss
Louise H. GRINNELL.
‘This School has not been so well

taught for several years. The children were drilled in the
most thorough way in all jtheir studies.
The elementary
rules of Arithmetic were dwelt upon, and made so plain
that all could understand them.
Miss Grinnell has been
devoted to her work and ambitious to insure complete
success.
The children under her instruction made rapid progress in
all their studies. No work was omitted that could interest
the children or benefit the School.
At the commencement of the Spring Term the Grammar
and High School were thrown together; and the result was,
as might be expected, a failure. Miss Harrie L. Pike who
had been successful elsewhere was engaged to teach the
School.
The failure of the School was not caused by the
incompetency of the Teacher so much as by the folly of the
Committee.
The attempt to throw the two schools together,
to save expense, was

the result.
wisdom.

made before, and a similar failure was

But one mistake was

not enough

to teach

us
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The Summer and Winter Terms of the High School were
taught by Miss ANNETTE H. CARLETON.
Miss Carleton was
well known to the inhabitants of Charlestown, in years past,
as an excellent Teacher. Coming back to a place where she
was so well known she has even increased her reputation as
a thorough and successful instructor.
At no time in the history of this School has there been more or better work done
than in the last two Terms.
The Grammar School, for the Fall and Winter Terms has
been in the hands of Miss Emma A. Preston.
We cannot
speak too highly of this school.
Miss Preston’s methods of
instruction are very fine. She gives herself unreservedly to
her work; and combines tact in questioning, with energy
in action and thoroughness in teaching.

District No. 4. Prudential Committee, Mr. CHARLES
WILLARD, JR. For the last three or four years this school
has been one of the largest and best in the town.
And we
regret to report that, through the actions of some of the
larger boys, this Winter, the school has partially lost its good
reputation. The Spring Term was taught by Miss HARRIET
M. Parks.
This was a pleasant and profitable term. The
school when visited always appeared well.
The Winter Term was a failure.
When we speak of a
failure in a school there are many who think the cause of it
must be the inefficient teacher. ‘The failure here was not in
the teacher but in the scholars. They failed to study, failed
in obedience and failed in gentlemanly behavior. The teacher, Mr. Mitton A. Hicks was not sufficiently determined
and inflexible; but in other respects was competent and has
many good qualifications as a teacher.
The Supreintendent closed the school not because the
teacher was incompetent but because of the disobedience of
the larger boys and the interference of the parents.
The
unfinished Winter term is taught by Mr. W. P. BecKWITH,
an earnest, able and accomplished teacher.

District No.5. Mr. Epwin Hussarp Prudential Committee. In this school there were three terms the past year.
The Spring Term of seven weeks was kept by Miss S. ABBIE
Spooner.
For the second term of seven weeks the Committee was fortunate enough to secure Mr. A. L. F. Durron.
a fine scholar and superior teacher. Mr. Dutton awakened
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great enthusiasm and interest in his school. His methods of
instruction were of a very high order; and great regret was
expressed because the term was so short. The Winter Term
of eight weeks was taught by Miss Epna L. COPELAND.
Miss Copeland had taught several terms in this district before and always with marked success.

District No. 6, Prudential Committee Mr. HENRY.
JENNY.
The Summer Term was taught by Miss Louise H.
ALLEN. Miss Allen is a good teacher and had the love of all
the children.

Clara

E. Perry, Willis M.

Perry, Carlos R.

Way, were not spoken to nor reproved for any misconduct.
Minnie

M. Hamlin,

Fanny R. Hamlin,

Hattie

E. Hemmet,

Willis M. Perry, Charles L. Hamlin, Carlos R. Way had no
marks of absence, tardiness

nor dismissal.

Miss PAULINE S. MILLER taught the Winter school in the
most acceptable manner.
The school was large, the attendance good and the instruction excellent. Clara E. Perry,
Charles

Mc Mahon,

Charles

Hamlin,

Arthur Town,

Lloyd

Hamlin were not absent or tardy during the long Winter
term.

District No. 7. Prudential Committee in this district is
Mr. Epwarp R. PErRry.
There have been two Terms of
School. The Summer Term, taught by Miss E11zAnetu J.
PUTNAM, was well and faithfully taught.
The Winter
School, teacher, Miss SARAH M. WALKER, was a very poor
one. The Teacher has not returned the Register, as by law
required.
District

No.

8.

Prudential

Committee, Mr.

NELSON

Locker. In this district there were two terms of school.
Miss AppiE F. HEywoop taught the summer term. Miss
Eiza 8S. EGGLESTON taught the Autumn term of six weeks.
The school consisting of seven or eight little scholars, always
appeared well.

District No. 9.
GoOovELL.
schools

Prudential

Committee,

Mr.

Ritry

This, one of the most advanced and important

in the town,

was

taught

in the Summer

by Miss

JuLIA A. DUNHAM, an accomplished and successful teacher.
We seldom have in our schools teachers who accomplish
more or better work than Miss Dunham.
The Winter term

was taught by Mr. Frep A. Pirer.

It was Mr. Pipeyx’s first
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experience in teaching.

The school commenced

well and

gave promise of the very best success.
We predicted and
ex pected fine results from Mr. Piper’s instruction. He was,
however,

brought

interrupted

in

his work,

and

suddenly to a close by sickness.

school

was

Diphtheria,

the

in a

malignant form, came into the school, and four of the pupils,

some of the most promising and best scholars, died.
Wheaton, Etta Baldwin, Harry Baldwin, Dora

Fred J.

Goodell were

the victims of this dreadful scourge. The sudden death of
these young people threw a gloom over the town, and the
sympathies of all the citizens were called out by the great
affliction that fell upon these families.
District
No. 10. In this district there has been a school
kept in a private house for a few weeks.
District No. 11.
Prudential Committee, Mr. J. L.
ApAmMs.
Here there were two Terms of School. The first,
eight weeks, was taught by Miss Eva Snow.
The second,
nine weeks, by Miss Mary A. Simpson.
Both terms were
fairly tanght.
The teachers were diligent and faithful to
their duties in the school room.
District

No.

12.

Prudential

Committee,

Mr.

Marx

LANE. There has been but one Term of School in this district the past year.
Muss. H. Appige WHIPPLE was the
teacher. The school always appeared in good order, and the
scholars interested. We would be glad to give more information about this school, but the Register has not been returned by the teacher.
District

No.

18.

Prudential

Committee,

Mr.

E. A.

Scorr. There have been, this year, twenty-three weeks of
school in this district. The summer »,a of eleven weeks
was taught by Miss Eva S. FARWELL.
Miss Farwell was
not

successful,

as a teacher,

in this school.

The

Winter

Term of twelve weeks was taught by Miss ALicE M. MorFETT.
It was always a pleasure to go into this school,
Every branch that the pupils studied seemed to be thoroughly understood.
We heard better recitations here than in any
other school. The order, the spirit, the instruction were all
of the very best.

District No. 14.

Prudential Committee, AnTEMAS

C.

24
EGGLESTON.

The

Summer

Term,

of eight

weeks,

was

taught by Miss Er1zA EGGLESTON,—whole number of scholars, thirteen. The Winter Term was taught by Mr. JOSEPH
S. Hunt,—number of scholars, fifteen.
Neither of these

teachers had ever taught before.

For the last two years Charlestown has been declining in
population, in wealth and in business activity.

Our Schools,

Churches, and every moral interest will quickly feel the influence of this decline, unless we address
manly earnestness to their improvement.

ourselves with
The beautiful

valley in which Charlestown is located is like the old classical Sleepy Hollow, rendered famous by the genius of Irving, in which everything was wrapped in a profound sleep,
and was as silent as the grave.
When we awake from our
Rip Van Winkle sleep we may taik of living and doing
something for the future.
Our schools can never be good until we are willing to do
more for them.
Until we are willing to engage the very
best teachers we can find, and bring the best available talent into them. If we wisely support our schools we will
not have to look far into the future to see the beneficial
results. We shall provide for the young men and women
of this generation advantages greater than the past enjoyed.
Respectfully submitted.
EUGENE Dre NORMANDIE,
Superintendent of Schools.

Ghe State of slew-Liampshire
le S

To the Inhabitants

of the town

of Charlestown,

qualified to vote in town affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the TOwN HALL, in said
town,

on the second

Tuesday

of March

next,

at ten of the

clock in the forenoon, to act upon the following subjects.
Article ist.—To CHOOSE A MODERATOR to preside in said
meeting.
Article 21.—To BRING IN YOUR VOTES for Governor, Railroad Commissioner, Councilor, Senator, Register of Deeds,
County Treasurer, and County Commissioner.

Article 3d.—To CHOOSE one or more REPRESENTATIVES to
represent said town in the General Court, to be held at Concord on the first Wednesday of June next.
Article 4th.—T0 CHOOSE all necessary TOWN OFFICERS and
Agents for the year ensuing.
Article

5th.—TO

RAISE

SUCH

SUMS

OF MONEY

as may

be

necessary for the SUPPORT OF SCHOOLS; for the MAINTENANCE
OF THE POOR; for LAYING OUT AND REPAIRING HIGHWAYS,
and BUILDING AND REPAIRING BRIDGES;

sary charges arising within the town.

and for other neces-

Article 6ih.—To see if the town will ABOLISH
DISTRICTS

therein,

agreeably

to “An

THE SCHOOL

act enabling towns

to

abolish school districts in certain cases,”’ passed June Session,
1870, and approved July 2, 1870.
Arlicle 7th.—To see if the town will vote to INSTRUCT THE
SELECTMEN TO LAY THE ROAD, now in use, from main road
NEAR CHESHIRE BRIDGE TO SPRINGFIELD STATION.
Article 8th.—To see if the town will vote to INSTRUCT THE
SELECTMEN TO ENFORCE THE PRoOHIBITORY LAW against the

sale of intoxicating liquors in Charlestown.
Article 9th.—To see if the town will vote to INSTRUCT ITS
REPRESENTATIVES in the Legislature, to favor the enacting

of a law for LICENSING

THE SALE OF ARDENT SPIRITS by the

several towns.

Article 10th.—To see if the town will vote to CHOOSE A
COMMITTEE OF THREE TO ENFORCE THE PROHIBITORY LAW,

according to the Statute made and provided.
(See third page

of cover.)

Article 11th.—To see if the town will vote to PURCHASE A
NEW HEARSE for the north end of the town, and raise neces-

sary funds therefor.
see

if the town

Tome, and raise money

Article

12th.—To

for the same.

will vote

to BuILD

4

Article 13th.—To see if the town will GIVE THE CUSTODIAN

ef the Town

HALL

any INSTRUCTIONS

relative to the care

of the same.

Article 14th.—To see if the town will AUTHORIZE

THE

SE-

will PETITION THE
LOAN OF ONE OF

AUTHE

LECTMEN TO PURCHASE CURTAINS OR INSIDE BLINDS FOR THE
Town HALL wWINDOows, and pay for the same from any
money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated.
Article 15th.—To see if the town
THORITIES OF VERMONT
FOR THE

CANNON

captured

‘*Baum’s

Heights,”

by Gen.

John

Stark

at

the battle

Aug. 16th, 1777, to be used

at ‘*Old

of
No.

Four” in celebrating the Centennial anniversary of American
Independence, on the Fourth of July, 1876.

Article 16th.—To see if the town will adopt any measures
to SECURE AN ORATOR for the Fourth of July, 1876.

Article l17th.—To see if the town will INSTRUCT THEIR
REPRESENTATIVES in the General Court of New Hampshire,
to use

their influence

t: procure

the

enactment

of a law

enabling towns to raise money, not exceeding half of one per
cent. on their valuation, to be used in defr aying the expenses
of the Centennial Celebration of the Declaration of American
Independence.
Article 18th.—To see if the town will APPOINT A COMMITTEE
to investigate the TAXATION OF THE SULLIVAN COUNTY
RAILROAD Co.; and if said road is not taxed in proportion
to other property, and if the town does not receive its equitable share of said tax,—in that event, to use their best endeavors to secure to the town its just and equitable share of
said tax.

Article 19th.—To see if the town will
REPRESENTATIVES to use their influence
enactment of a law enabling towns TO
MONUMENTS or head stones to the deceased

INSTRUCT THEIR
in procuring the
ERECT SUITABLE
poor of the town

Article 20th.—To see if the town will INSTRUCT
LECTMEN TO CHANGE THE COURSE OF THE WATER

THROUGH

‘‘ FOUNTAIN

HILL CEMETERY,”

provided

THE SrEPASSING

they ean

obtain leave of the Managers of the Centr al Vermont Railroad, and RAISE MONEY to “defr ay the expenses of the same.

bd

Given under our hands and seals, this 23d day of Fepruary,
1874,

EB.
TIDY,
>
R. W. ROBERTSON,
CHARLES

GAY,

Selectmen
of
Charlestown.

JHE CLAReMonT
GIVE

ManufActurRING . fo.

PARTICULAR

ATTENTION

TO PRINTING

Sermons, 4lemorial Adinesses,
—AND—
HISTORICAL

VOLUMES,

—AND—

BOOK WORK, IN GENERAL.
—THEY

ALSO

FURNISH—

Town Reports, Orders, Check Lists, Bonds,
COLLECTORS’

NOTICES,

&C.

Banks, Savings Institutions, Probate Offices, Town Clerks, Xe...
SUPPLIED

WITH

BLANK BOOKS, MADE TO ORDER,
With

special Ruling

The very

and

Headings, in

best style of Paper and
AT REASONABLE RATES.

Binding,

—_—-—

THEY

ALSO
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AND
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CONTINUE
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ON

HAND

A

FULL
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State of New-Hampshire.
L \
To the inhabitants of the town of Charlestown,
» N. qualified to vote in town affairs.
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall in said
town,

on the second

Tuesday of March next, at ten o’clock

in the forenoon, to act upon the following subjects.
ARTICLE 1. To choose a Moderator to preside

in said

meeting.

2.

To bring in your votes for Governor,

missioner,

Councilor,

Senator,

Railroad Com-

Register of Deeds,

County

Commissioner, and County Treasurer,
3. ‘To bring in your votes for Representative in Congress,
in District Number Three.
4. To choose one or more Representatives to represent
said town in the General Court to be held at Concord on the
first Wednesday of June next.
5. ‘To choose all necessary Town Officers and Agents for
the year ensuing.
6. To raise such sums of money as may be necessary for
the support of Schools, for the maintainance of the Poor, for
laying out and repairing Highways, and building and repairing Bridges, and for other necessary charges arising within
the town.
7. Tosee if the town will instruct their representatives
to procure the enactment of a law for a more just and equitable distribution of taxes on the Sullivan Railroad.
°8.

To see if the town wiil appoint an Agent to secure

appraisal

of the Sullivan

Railroad,

an

in accordance with the

laws of the State.
9.

Tosee

if the town

will authorize

the Selectmen,

or

duly appointed Trustees for that purpose, to receive funds,
by devise, or otherwise, not exceeding one

thousand

dollars

from any one person, and pay the legal rate of interest for
the time being, and use the same for the purpose of improving the Cemeteries of the town, or any lots therein, and
cause the same to be expended by duly appointed agents for
that purpose.
10. To see if the town will vote to build a Lobby, and appropriate money for the same.
Given under our hands
February, A. D., 1875.

and seal, this

twentieth

day

~R. W. ROBERTSON, ) Selectmen
B. W. PUTNAM,
0
‘
JOHN

W. ‘TAYLOR, ) Charlestown.
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TOWN
The

subscribers

MEETING

WORK.

desire to give notice that they are, at all

times, prepared to do any kind of

PRINTING
which may be required or convenient for the more speedy
transaction of town business.
The COPY for Check Lists should be ready several days
before it is necessary to post the same, as time is absolutely
necessary to get them RIGHT.
The same is true with regard to Reports for the Annual Meetings.
Printers cannot
be responsible for errors made on account of bad copy, unless
they have time for proof-reading and to get assistance from
the writers.
But notwithstanding some difficulties which
are unavoidable, the subscribers take pleasure in saying that

their work has been satisfactory to their patrons heretofore,
and will
permit.

be hereafter, as far as the nature of the case will

Their PRICES for all such work will be suitable to the
quality of the same, and though in some cases they may be

higher than are charged for poorer work, yet careful investigation generally proves them to be even lower.
The reason of this is that they have facilities for doing the
work which others have not—rTuEy undoubtedly doing, in
their way, as low as they can, and the subscribers doing the
same in THEIR way. ‘The conclusion is that those town officers who consult the interest of the tax-payers and at the
same time the tastes of cultivated people, will carry their
work where it can be done at the lowest price and in the best
manner,
( Please read the Back Cover.
BRING YOUR COPY AND YOUR

YEAR,
THE

ORDERS,

NEXT

IN SEASON to

CLAREMONT

MANUP’G

CoO.,

Claremont,

N.

H.
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ATTENTION
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PRINTING
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HISTORICAL VOLUMES,
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AND

‘Book Work, in General.
THEY

ALSO

FURNISH

Town Reports, Orders, Check Lists, Bonds,
COLLECTORS’ NOTICES, &C.
Banks,

Savings’ Institutions,

_ Town

Probate

Offices,
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BLANK BOOKS, MADE TO ORDER,
With special Ruling and Headings, in

The very best Style of Paper and Binding,
AT REASONABLE

.

RATES.

They also continue to do

MACAZINE

and JOB

BINDINC,

And keep on hand a full supply of

Legal Blanks for Vermont and New-Hampshire.
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